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Background Statement:

Provided by person requesting the interpretation.

Minimum Specific Application Requirements for insulation installed in a rim or band
joist provides an exception to the requirement for an air barrier on the interior side
provided there is an air barrier on the exterior side. However, the exceptions included for
fibrous batt and sprayed loose fill insulation both state that the rim or band must be
located in conditioned space. Does this mean that fibrous rim or band insulation located
to an unconditioned, unvented crawl space or in an unconditioned basement or other
unconditioned location that has an exterior air barrier will also require an interior air
barrier in order to be graded at Grade I or II? Because the exceptions for frame floors
allows for no air barrier when the floor is above an unvented crawl space, my assumption
is that the sixth side air barrier for a floor or rim/band located above any unconditioned
and unvented space is not required.

Proposed Interpretation:

Provided by person requesting the interpretation.

Insulation installed in floor, rim or band areas that face unconditioned, but fully enclosed
and unvented spaces (such as an unconditioned crawl space or unconditioned basement)
does not require an air barrier below the floor or on the interior side of the rim or band
provided there is an air barrier on the exterior side.

SDC Response:
Is the proposed interpretation correct?

___X__ Yes _____ No

SDC Comments:
When insulation is installed in floors that face unconditioned but fully enclosed and unvented
spaces, separate rim or band insulation is typically not installed. Instead, the vertical edge of the
floor insulation effectively acts as the rim/band insulation in this condition. Since the floor
insulation does not require an air barrier below the floor in this scenario, the interior side of the
rim or band also does not require an air barrier, provided there is an air barrier installed on the
exterior side.

